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QUES'I'ION til

~

Inasmuch as I was not a~arty to the crude equalization rule
making procedure I have. asked FEA to respond to your specific
questions regarding the program.
Experience, however, has taught us that systems of regulations
sometimes produce effects other than that originally intended.
Therefcire, if

confirmed~

of the program.
. if it

~s

I will undertake a thorough review

The purpose of the review will be to ascertain

achieving a beneficial result on our economy and

consuming public without unduly burdening various segments.
If I find the program is not accomplishing the desired goal
I will not' hesitate to recommend changes.
FEA's response to the specific questions are:
QUESTION:
a .. Did

FEp~

study the impact of the proposed "Entitlements"

program on all refiners prior

~o

the publication of the proposal?

ANSWER:
a.
Progrru~

Yes, the FEA simulated the impact of the Entitlements
on all refiners a number of times while the 1?r_<?posal
;<~~.'. F(; :;,.:;.' ~

('0

wis being designed.

?-~

••

U

.

~!

tt

QUESTION #1 (Cont.)
QUESTION:
b.

Was the study matle public?

ANSWER:
b.

While certain results were. made public at various

times, considerations such as confidentiality of data
(18 U.S.C. 1905) or potential anti-trust issues prohibited
the release of certain specific items developed in this
analysis.
QUESTION:
c.

Did FEA prepare an Inflation Impact Statement as

reauired by Executive Order 11821?
AFE3NER:

c.

The FEA studied the extent of the inflationary impact

associated with the proposal and has judged it to be negligible.
QUFSTION:
d.

What is the impact on the consumer, on business, and

the effect on competition.
. \,: "iG/(/5',

.

<l'

ANSNER:
d.

~;,
~

~

(1) Consumer:

9

It is, anticipated that in hpe
aggr gate,
,~7(

the impact on the consumer will be negligible.

ln specific cases(

and to a limited extent in specific geographical regions, there
Flay

be increases or decreases in consumer prices according to

th~

ex~~t

distribution of marketers.

It.

QUESTION #1 (Cont.)
(2 )

As with the conSllmer, specific

Business:

industrial users of petroleum products and their subsequent
customers may experience cost increases or decreases as the
costs of their respective refiner/suppliers are adjusted by
the equalization program.

It is anticipated that the

nationwide effect will be negligible.
(3)

Competition:

Since, in theory, all refiners

wiLl have roughly equal feedstock costs, refiners who are
currently

experi~ncing

high costs will be able to reduce

their selling prices and, hence, should become more competitive.
Similarly, refiners who are now able to undersell the
~

competition because of disproportionately greater access to
old oil will be Obliged to purchase entitlements and
consequently raise their prices for refined products.

Thus,

with a significantly reduced range of market prices, competition
should be considerably enhanced, both in the petroleum industry
as well as petroleum dependent sectors of the economy.
QUESTION:
e.

.

What is the impact of the entitlements prograf(T- ,i;.n~.",
-

;\

terms of dollars which will be transferred among all refinef~?
;....,

...

ANSWER:
e.

'''



/"?l

.....

The extent of the dollar transfer depends upon the

exact behavior of the individual participants with regard to

It.

QUESTION #1 (Cont.)
the national average old oil supply ratio.

.

Based upon

previous periods, it appears that approxim.ately $4-7 million
per day will be transferred among affected firms.
QUESTION:
f.

Who will be the purchasers and who will be the sellers

of entitlements, by company name?
ANSWER:
f.

Whether a firm is a seller or purchaser of entitlements

depends on its crude runs to stills, the amount of old oil
obtaine~,

and the amount of residual fuel oil and distillate
Tn

----

n~nD~~l
::J

--~

-- ---,

rhn~c

_ ...... - - 

large amounts of "old" oil, which is price controlled at
$5.25 per bbl., will have to buy entitlements from those firms

which have to rely on a large volume of new uncontrolled oil
and/or high priced imported crude or finished products.

At

this point in time, the names of specific companies are not
available.
QUESTION:
g.

Why are entitlements awarded to East Coast importers

who are not refiners and whose product in the main
electric utilities?

QUESTION #1 (Cont.)
ANSHER:
g.

FEA considers it inequitable that the petroleum costs

of one region'dependeni on imported finished products would
not be reduced while the petroleum costs of other regions of
the country served by refiners that refine imported crude oil
would be

cov~red.

Over 75% of the imported refined products

used in the U.s. is imported by the East Coast.

A substantial

volume of this imported product is brought in by independent
marketers who are not refiners.

To eliminate these marketers

from the cost equalization program, would inhibit FEA from
fulfilling its responsibility under the allocation act of
providing for equitable allocation of crude oil and refined-'
products at equitable prices among all regions of the U.s.
and among all users.
QUESTION:
h.

What is the impact on consumer prices when some

refiners will have to increase product costs as a result of
the overall increased price 6f crude oil by purch~sing entitlements?
ANSWER:
h.

It is unlikely that there will be increased

pn:x:tJ:'~;;~
:',... ~.

'~"'1

:..';;

prices in the aggregate due to implementation of the co'st
":;..,

equalization program.

At the present time a

",

;/

considerable,.~t

of competition has returned to the market place.

It is mainly

the small and independent refiners that are being hurt hy this

~

QUESTION #1 (Cont.)
situation because they are continuing to incur high operating
costs resulting from thclr dependence on high priced new
domestic oil and imported crude and product.

Hm'lever, they

are unable to raise product prices and remain competitive.
The equalization program should lower their operating costs
to the extent of the cost diff(;rential bet;y.:C-'!en "old" oil and
higher priced new domestic and imported crude oil.
QUESTION:

i.

What effect will the following actions have on

ga'soline price increases:
(1) abolishing the fixed price of $5.25 per barrel
"old oil"?
ANSWER:

approximately 3-5¢ per gallon on the average.

(2) requiring refiners to purchase an "entitlement"
ticket at a cost of $6 per barrel?
ANSWER:

negligible (in the aggregate)

QUESTION:
j.

What is the impact of the program on a refiner with

a high percentage of "old" oil on a high composite cost

9.£,:~·,·,,,,:
/i .. ,

all oil ru'1?

,'.'

. :~',~ . ~

)'\

ANSWER:
j.

A refiner having a high percentage of "old" oil should

not have a high composite cost of all oil run.

"

QUESTION #1 (Cont.)
QUEs'rION:
k.

What is the chance of having small refiners exempt

from the crude equalization program?

(Small refiners producing

175,000 BID or less).

ANSWER:
k.

The equalization program is designed to benefit small

and independent refiners overly dependent upon high cost
foreign or uncontrolled domestic feedst6cks.

The small

refiners further benefit from additional entitlements issued
under the "bias."

Further steps to deal "lith the special

problems of small refiners are under active consideration
for future implementation.

/

'...-",

'.

QU:::STION #2
QUESTION:

-----

a.

Recent studies by the Ford Foundation say that the

poor and the elderly are particularly hard hit by the rising
cost of energy.

What policy programs will you request to

assure that these groups do not carry a disproportionate
share of the burden?

The S8nate Cormni·ttee on Aging has

already received disturbing reports that many elderly are
already forced to decide whether they can eat or heat.

We

have even heard of desperate older persons seeking help from
the local police department in a vain effort to find the
wherewithal for heating fuel.
N·TS\-JER:
a.

I am aware of the undue hardships placed on the

elderly, as well as the handicapped and the low-income conr;;nner due to the increased cost of energy.

Presently FEA

dClcs not have funds or the Congressional mandate to estab
li.sh specific programs to allevicite these problems; however,
the Office of Consumer Affairs/Special Impact in FEA has
identified the target population which is adversely affect6d,
and has established an Inteiagency Task Force
lmIT.an-resource related agencies participating)
efforts on behalf of the financially disadvantaged, to

.'
'.

QUESTION #2

(Cont.)

analyze ongoing assistabce programs which have the potential
to alleviate the energy related problems of the poor, coor
dinate interagency efforts, and avoid duplication.

FEA's

function is to provide information regarding the price and
availability of all energy forms, as well as information re
garding the impact of energy policies on the poor, the aged,
and the handicapped and to assist human resource agencies
with program experience and funds in analyzing such informa
tion.
QUESTION:
b.

The Committee on Aging has also been concerned

about the function and adequacy of the FEA's Consumer Affairs/
Special Impact Office.

What role would you see for this

office if you became FEA director?
are now in that office?

How many staff persons

What number would you consider

adequate?
A\'SWER:
b.

The responsibilities of the Office of Consumer
,.~----~~'

......

P,ffairs and Special Impact (CA/SI) cover a wide vaFfe~e~:~f
''

~)

energy issues, with major emphasis on policy analysis.
of the maj or facets of this function are: the

Sdme

revieyv_~l).Cl'

/

analysis of the impact of agency policies on consumers of

r

QUESTION #2

(Cont.)

all income levels, dissemination of information concerning
FEA policies and regulations to Federal, State and local
governmental ag-encies and to private organizations that
represent consumer and special impact concerns, and the
review of policies of other Federal agencies and State and
10CC'l1

ag-encies, both governmental and private, to determine

if those policies have the potential for either alleviating
or compounding energy-related problems of consumers, the
poor, the handicapped and the elderly.
~:;ent_

I endorse the pre

role of the Office of Consmner Affairs and Special

impact within

~~A.

staff members in the-Office of Consumer Affairs
and Special Impact.

If confirmed I will reassess the adequacy

of the staffing pattern of the CA/SI office; if it is neces
s~ry

to increase the staff to. more adequately evaluate the

impact of Federal energy poiicies on the aged, the handicapped,
and the low-income consumer, and

~he

consumers in general, I

will take steps to do so.

c.

How do you react to suggestions that an "energy

stamp" or "fuel voucher" program be established to o f f s e t /
-

----_.....-'

tJ:18 irnpact of rising energy costs among low-income Americans?

c.

I believe that" any program which would lessen the

impact on those Americans \.. . ho can least sustain the burden
of increased costs of energy is worthy of serious considera
tion.

The Office of Consumer Affairs/Special Impact in FEA

is now participating in an energy stamp feasibility study
which is being circulated to appropriate Federal agencies
for comment.

When this study is complete, it will be for

warded to the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs COIT@ittee,
as well as the Senate Special

Co~ittee

on Aging and Senator

Mathias who has requested that FEA and HEW conduct such a
study.

8.
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Alternate Version for QUestion #2
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QUEs'rrQN # 2

QUES'l'ION ~

-------

a.

Recent studies by the Ford Fonndation say that

the poor and the elderly are particularly hard hit by the
rising cost of energy.

What policy programs will you request

to aSf'ure that these gronps do not carry a disproportionate
share Of the burden?

The Senate Committee on

Aging~

has

already received disturbing reports that many elderly are
already forced to decide whether they can eat or heat.
have even heard of desperate

olde~

We

persons seeking help

from the local police department in a vain effort to find

ANSWER:

a.

I understand FEA has established an interagency

task force to analyze existing federal assistance programs
to identify those which are susceptible to alleviating the
energy problems of the poor and elderly.

If this· effort

reveals that additional programs are necessary, I will not
hesitate to recommend them to the President and the
Congress.

QUESTION:

b.

.,'

The Committee on Aging has also been concerned

about the function and adequacy of

t~hc~

YEA I

S

Consumer

,-

e·

QUESTION #2 (Cont.)

Affairs/Special Impact Office.

What role would you see for

this office if you became FEA director?
persons are now in that office?

How many staff

What number would you

consider adequate?

ANSWEH.:
b.

I perceive the role of the Consumer Affairs/

Special Impact Office to
the disadvantaged in FEA.

b~

the voice of the

cons~mer

and

I understand there are

persons in that office; if confirmed I will be in a position
to evaluate the adequacy of its staffing level.

QUESTION:
c.

How do you react to suggestions that an "energy

stamp" or "fuel voucher" program be established to offset
the impact of rising energy costs among low-income
Americans?

ANSWER:
c.

I understand FEA is participating with HEW in an

energy stamp feasibility study, and when I have reviewed::)'

/.

'.~,\

'
:I
its results I will be able to assess this means o f d ea l lng ~-':i

with the energy problems of the low-income consumer.

QUEsrrIO~

FEA is

COr--1MENT:

pre~sed

'~3

by many organizations and law

firms to release advance copies of drnft and final regulations.
We believe they should do so freely so that public participation
is maximized.

However, they have on too many occasions been

selective, giving one group a copy which they officially
refuse to give to others until the others explnin that they
know who already has copies.
Because PEA uses the shortest possible public comment periods
for nGW regulations, advance release on a discriminatory basis
places many, including the general public, at a distinct dis
advantage.

Worse, the Public Affairs Office too often does not

even know about proposals or regulations which are public for
t~)

or three days.

Th? remedy, we believe, would be a strictly enforced policy of
Hl(."i '.,

il1g al_!. internal documents illLrnediately available to an:yone

who asked for them.

If PEA must keep secrets then it should

at least forbid employees to

relea~e'any

documents without

advising the Public Affairs Office and making copies available
there within an hour.
QUi~~:;'l'ION
--,.,~--------

asked,

:

with this background in mind, Mr. Zarb migh t b{:"T0.~,
,

.'

"

'.~:\

(1) whether he foresees any reason why all of PEA' s

:Vi

substantive activities should not be completely open to the

~/

/

-_.-/

.J

e_

QUESTION #3
public;

(Con-t.)

(2) what material should be restricted and why;

(3) whet.her he \'1ill. .. a policy mandating equal availability of
all documents, including these pap2YS improperly released;
(4) whether he will mandate PEA employees to fully inform the
Public Affairs Office can begin providing information when it
is useful; and (5) whether Mr. Zarb will countenance any
discrimination by the selective advanced release of information
to major oil companies or to large Washington law firms.
ANSI'i1ER:

If conf {rmed, it will be my policy to make PEA documents

available to the public on a non-discriminatory basis consistent
with all existing laws and regulations.

QUESTION
- - - - . -#4
-

COH1'i[EN'l' :

In your statement you say first that

"'l'he time has come.' hmvever, when ha.rd dc:>cisions
must be made and posi ti ve actions t:aken."
but later that
"A volun-cary conservation program should be our firs-t
approach, but if it does not work, then mandatory
conservation measures \vill be required and I will not
hesi ta te to recornmend them to -the President and the
Congress, if legislation is needed, and implement
-them, if givEm the legislative au-thority.
QUESTION:

II

Would it not be desirable if the legislative

authority were ~nacted now to be used later if needed rather
than wait to demonstrate the need and then, with the situation
more critical, seek the authority?
ANSWER:

See response I provided before your Committee during

public hearings on my confirmation on December 4, 1974

e·

QUES'l'JON #5

COl'lHENT:

In your introduptory statement you say that the

Energy Resourries Council is currently reviewing and examining
the Project Independence Blueprint which was developed by FEA
and presented to the President and to the Congress in November.
Once the Blueprint has been reviewed and specific energy
problems identified we will be in a position to begin
developing solutions .
. However, on November 14, 1974, t1:,'JO days after submission of
the FEA report, the Secretary of State in an address in Chicago
outlined an energy strategy that has been described by the
n,.....
V.lJ.

~T,...... ... ,..-.T"I'll.........- "'\_
...... _,,;

,-"",\-L _ _ _-......

1 Q
'--,

.........

,

1971, the

United States signed the International Energy Program Agreement
whose draft plan had been concluded with U.S. participation.
By its signature the U.S. formally committed itself to certain
specific

en~rgy

policies.

These broad strategic decisions,

having been made, announced, and formalized in advance of any
study by the Administration of FEA's report on Project
Independence, two questions arise:

a.

First, to what extent will be truly a factor in the

development. of future ene,rgy policy?
ANSWER:
a.

be the basis

ryf

t.he dc)(:;;ic)pr:lr:mt of fut.ure enc.cgy pDlicy.

Tl-Jc

_.

QUESTION #5 (Cont.)
data in this report, the analyses used, and the implications
for policy of these analyses are playing a major role in the
development of energy policy.

The FEA is working with the

Energy Resources Council to prepare a series of policy
recommendations for the President dealing with energy that
will be reviewed by the President and included in an energy
message early next year.

b.

Second,

~hich

9ptions set forth in the report are

implicitly projected by virtue of the adoption of the elements
of the ·strategy announced by Dr. Kissinger and by virtue of
~

U.S. obligations incurred through participation in the

International

En~rgy

Program Agreement?

ANSWER:

b.

FEA participated fully in the development of the

strategy announced by Dr. Kissinger.
upon an early review of the

~ioject

and is fully consistent therewith.

The policy was based
Independence Blueprint
Thus, all options

presented by the Blueprint remain viable.

QUES'l'JON "G

Cml,~ENT

:

Government,participation in the exploration and

development of the Nation's cllergy frontiers such as the
Outcr Continental Shelf hes been proposed as a means of
offsetting delays in development of those areas

~esulting

from high financial risk and public concern with environmental
dangers.
~L~Es:r IQii:

•

a.

vJould you comment on this proposal'?

ANSWER:
a.

I do not believe that direct government participation

in" the exploration of OCS areas would
HJ?

developrnent of the

oes.

mater~ally

accelerate

Further, regardless of whether

the government or private enterprise is involved, the environment
must be considered and protected.

b.

What is the op-timulll role of government on the

ene}:-gy frontier?

b.

I believe that the 9Qvernment's role in the OCS area

sh.ould concpntrate on mc.king leases available for commercial
development in a manner that is conr,;istent with

industry:;:~'i~Z::-~~

r~·,
·:~1

c:F.:,b·;li t

'~T

to explore and G.0-,relop i.n a sc.fe and lawfu+ way.

QUESTION #7

COlVlHENT:

The GAO has been designated the agent of the Congress

in the monitoring of FEA activities to permit an orderly but,
where necessary, detailed check on FEA operations by an
independent sourCG.

In addi.tion to this ongoing GAO activity

it would greatly assist us as a lcgisla'cive committee if FEA
could, on a regular basis f

see that the CorrJnittee is provided

wi th a' summary of currei1t issues and problem areas in
connec·tion with FEA regulations and/or proposed regulations.
The GAO could prepare such a surrunary based on its contact with
the FEA operation on a monthly basis and submit it to the
Commi tfee along wi t:h FEA comments.

In view of the complexity

of'the issues which arise, for example in petroleum pricing,
I think that such an "early warning system" for problem areas
would greatly assist the Congress in evaluating FEA's
performance.
QUESTION:
ANSWER:

Could you corrunent on this idea?
I am defini.tely in favor of a regular program which

assures that Committees of Congress with oversight-responsibility
for FEA will be kept informed of current issues and. "problem
areas" in connection with FEA regulations.
that, during recent informal

It is my understanding

consultations between FEA
..

officials and Int:erior Committee staff personnel, a
very much along the lines you

sn9~ru.;t

"

'.

. ,"

..

'-

proposal·~':.

"las asrreed -to in.

." .\

princip.i~_

1
QUESTION tF 8

CO,HMENT:

It is my understanding that there is no desire on

the part of GAO or, for- that ma'tter f on the part of Congress
to cause any disruption of the operations of FEA in monitoring
those operations or to compromise or second-guess strategies
in cases which are under litigQtion at the time of the monitoring.
Section 12 of the Federal Energy Admini3lration Act requires
the Comptroller General to
of the

l~dmin.istra tion"

"moni~cor

and evaluate the operations

and states that the "COIllpt-roller General

shall have access to such dat& within the possession or control
of the Administration from any public or private source whatever,
notwithstandin~

the provisions of Anv other law r as are nerRRRAry

to carry out his responsibilities under this Act."
I understand that in the past GAO has had some difficulty in
obtaining access to information pertaining to the compliance
and enforcement operations of FEA.

It appears that access to

information was denied where proprietary information was
alleged to be involved, where inves~igations were in progress
or, in the case of audits, prior to the completion Df an audit
cycle.

The intent of Congress in the FEA Act was to provide'

for a "real-time" monitoring of FEA operations by GAO.
,

/~7'~

QUESTIONS:
-,---

<::\

':r"'; \

a.

f)
.

However, I wonder if you agree with me that the FEA

~'

l~ct,

req1.1 JJCto

th:1, t the GAO shall have completl-; access to FEA

~,l

,~"

;

files even if these files do in fact involve (1) confidential

.

or proprietary informat:ion?
"

lead to litigation?
(4)

(2)

issues which may eventually

(3) audits which are in process?

0 ·,·

."

investigations which are in progress prior to issuance

to a notice of probable violation (NOPV)?
b.

will you guarantee that the FEA will comply with the

provisions of section 12 of that Act granting the GAO access
to all the information it requires to fulfill its monitoring
function?
ANS~"lER:

I understand that, in a let.t:er of December 4, 1974,

FEA recognized the breadth of Section 12 of the Federal Energy

.

Administration Act of 1974 in affording GAO plenary access to
audit data in its custody.

I further understand that FEA and

GAO agreed to take appropriate steps to assure that GAO is
advised of the sensitivity of certain data requests from a
compliance standpoint, so that FEA's statutory responsibilities
are not impaired by GAO data requests.

.

I fully support the

.

cooperative nature in which FEA and GAO are meeting this
problem and agree that Section 12 of the Federal Energy Act
provides GAO access to all audit data, including that which
contains proprietary information and which involves pending
compliance actions.
.,.;

:':=..

QUESTION
9
- - - - -tiCOI\11'1ENT :

Section 22 of the Federal Energy Administration

Act, Public Law 93-275, requires that:
. the Administrator shall, within six months
from the date of the enactment of this Act,
develop and report to the Congress and the
President a comprehensive plan designed to alle
viate the energy shortage, for the time period
covered by this Act.
Such plan shall be accom
panied by full analytical-justification for the
actions proposed therein.
Although due on November 7, 1974,that' Comprehensive Report
has not yet been received, apparently because of the con
flicting requirements of preparation of the Project
Independence Report.
However, Dr. Sawhill advised on October 23 that the plan
would be submitted not later than next Monday, December 9,
1974.
You are potentially responsible for the implementation of
that Comprehensive Plan.
QUESTION:

Have you had the opportunity to reVlew. or. comment

on it an-:1 vlOuld you care to discuss its provisions with the
committee in advance of its submission next week?
ANS~vER:

~-:'~',---;.~..~~,
vlhile I have not had the opport1.;mi ty to review th~~\

contents of the comprehensive energy plan required by Secti9.lj

#9

~UESTION

----------

(Cont.)

22 of the FEA Act, I

un~erstand

that the report is now being

circulated \'lithin the Executive Branch for

CO!lli,ll2nt~

2~ld

coor

dinat.ion.
If confirmed, I will review the report in detail
course

f

will

any time.

bc~

a~d,

of

pleased to discuss it with the committee at

e.
QUESTION #10
QUESI'}O~:

v1]1en will the

l~dminis

trat:.ion announce its legis·

lative, administrative, economic, and budgetary objectives
for the attainment of those energy goals?
ANSWER:

The Administration will announce its program for

attaining the necessary energy goals shortly after
January 1, 1975.

The specific date and format will be

decided upon by the President.

QUESTION #11
-----------

What urgent energy programs must be implemented now?
ANSWER:

We must implement programs to foster both energy

conservation and the development of domestic energy supplies.
The Project Independence Report indicates that if we get
started now, we could well be on our way to self-sufficiency
by the early 1980's.

Due to the lfad times involved and the

past trends in oil, gas, and coal production, unless we
establish a clear national ~nergy policy and initiate prog~ams
to stimulate the

produc~ion

of domestic oil, gas and coal, our

dependence on foreign energy could increase over the next few
years.
I believe that programs which should be implereented now were
stated by the President in his October 8, 1974 Economic Message.
These programs include:
- Deregulation of new natural gas
- Passage of acceptable surface mining legislation
- Passage of deepwater ports legislation
- Increased leasing of Federal lands for coal. and oil productlon
- Implement:ation of utili-ty eval conversion programs
- Responsible use of Naval Petroleum Reserves
Increased auto fuel economy
- Conservation of 1 million bbls/day

It . QUESTION

#11 (Cant.)

The Energy Resources Council is now coordinating an interagency
effort to develop more detailed short-range and long-term
energy policy recommenda·tions.

These policy proposals will

be submitted to the Congress early next year.

QUES'l'IO)\J #12

QUES'I'ION:

Is a

manda~ory

energy conservation program that

would, among other t-hing-s, end the use of. oil and natural
gas for boiler fuel, and improve auto efficiency, needed?
ANSVJER:

The Project Independence Report indicates that the

potential for greatest energy savings lies in those programs
that attain specific conservation goals.

The application of

conservation measures dependsl1pon the unique demand character
istics in each sector of the economy_

Circumstances may

dictate that an integrated national energy policy will be
a mix of both voluntary and mandatory programs.
A great deal of time has been expended to determine how to
achieve adequate conservation of energy in both the utility
and automotive sectors of our economy.
If confirmed, I will focus on assuring an orderly manner in
which these programs can contribute to conservation.

QUl:~~;TION # 13
----.------

QUE5.'TIQN:

Do you consider it necessary to mandate an upper

limit on petroleum imports by either volume or
ANS\'JEP':

doll~r

outlay?

Goth dollar and volume limi ta tions on petrolGum

imports should be considered as viable alternatives to reduce
U.S. depGndence on foreign supplies.

These, along with

others, will be submitted to the President.

In each in

stance, the impact on affected sectors· of the economy will
be outlined.

;'

"
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QUES'l'ION
:# 14
- - ---_._---

QUESTION:
-"


In your view is the early enactment of legislation

to provide a statutory basis for the implementation of energy
shortage contingency plans necessary?
ANSWER:

See response to this question I provided before your

Commi ttee during public hearing"s on my conf irma tion on
December 4, 1974.

QUESTION

~:15

---~-------~-

QUESTION:
ANS\'lER:

Is a national strategic reserve necessary?
There are stilt a number of questions to be

answered regarding the viability of the strategic reserve
option.

The Energy Resources Council is. currently

accuI1mlating information for s1...illmission to the Presiden"c
for his decision.

QUESTIO:'J !; 16
-----~----

QU~.§,£IQ.~:

Should the

u. S. CoverrllHent be a party to

negotiations between foreign governments and the

u.s.

international oil companies in the case of contracts for
the purchase of oil for import into. the U.S.?
ANSv-JER:

I understand that FEA is currently studying. the

problem and that the report will soon be completed.

If

confirmed I will be happy to provide the Committee wi·th
my views on the completed report.

!; 17
-_QUES'l'ION
.._-----_..- ._---

Do you believe it necessary to maintain price
controls on domestically produced pet.roleum for so long
as the world price is determined by a cartel?
ANSWER:

No, if we achieve an effective windfall profit tax

instrument, it should not be necessary to maintain controls.

""" --'~"'''
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QUESTION
--_...#18
_--_..

QUES'l'ION:

------

Recently, the !EA took the position that a

hydroelectric plant should not be constructed in the Middle
Snake River/Hell's Canyon area, and that this area should be
preserved as a recreational facility.

Should the FEA change

its position?
ANSHER:

On July 10, 19?4, Mr. Duke Ligon, Assistant

Administrator for Energy Resource Development, testified before
the Parks and Recreation Subcommittee of the Senate Conunittee
on Interior and Insular Affairs with respect to FEA's position
on hydrgelectric development in the Hell's Canyon reach of the
Middle

S~a~e

Rive~_

In

hit:!

---- '.-

i-r-"~+-;TT1nnv_
- - -- _ .. - "..
"".J.. ,
~-

~urport

w~s

givpn

tn

legislation which would designate that portion of the Snake
River which includes Hell's Canyon as a wild and scenic river.
Support of this designation represented FEA's decision not to
support proposed hydroelectric development in the area.
In response to this question of particular concern to Senator
McClure, I promise the Senator that if confirmed I will
reexamine the FEA determination and notify him of my decision .

,---
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QUESTION #19
9UEST~ON:

Please provide a response to reconsideration of

the helium conservation program.
ANSWER:

The Helium Act Amendments of 1960 called for" dependable

and sustained supplies of helium for the Federal government's
activities by providing contracts to the west Texas natural gas
industry.

Helium is a natural component of natural gas and it

can be separated while natural gas undergoes treatment for other
purposes.

An important feature of these contracts was the

stipulation that a significant decline in demand for helium
wo.uld be sufficient cause for termination of the contracts.
During the 1960's, the National Aeronautical and Space
Administrationrs projects consumed about 90% of all the Federal
government's helium requirements.

More recently, however, this

large NASA helium demand has dropped considerably because of the
completion of many NASA projects and the implementation of helium
recovery~recycle)

techniques.

The substantial quantities of

helium produced in excess of demand were delivered to the Depart
ment of the Inter "'.or for underground storage.
Subsequent to the Department of Interior's thorough investigation
of the

Nat~on's

helium needs through the year 2000, the Secretary

of Interior determined that because sufficient helium had been
stored t.o meet the Nation's projected needs

until~;"1j:ZO'~
~r
•

:,.1

>
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QUESTION #19 (Cont.)
and because of the recent sharp reduction in the Federal
government's helium. requirements, the four delivery contracts
existing at that ·time should be tend nated.
Section 104(e) (3) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1914,
which established the Energy Reseaich and Development Adminis
tion, provides:

"The Administrator (of ERDA) shall conduct

a study of the potential energy applications of helium

and,

within six months from the da_te of ·the enactment of this Act,
report to the President and Congress his recommendations
concerning the management of the Federal helium programs, as
they rela·te to energy.
THe

Federal government

II

current~lY

has in s'coragc about 53 billiun

standard cubic feet of helium, and additional quantities of
helium are held in storage by private interests.

Presuming

that 300 gas cooled nuclear reactors, which use helium, are
cc~structed

through the year 2000, they would require only

1 billion standard cubic feet of helium.
other very interesting possible uses·
field.

~or

There are several
helium in the energy

Helium's unique properties at low temperat"ures suggest

possible use in cryogenic electrical transmission
purposes of low temperature, magnetic storage.

.. :

~'

~)

These possibilities are under consideration by the

Nati·0.Q.~2:_/

Laboratories under AEC's jurisdiction, and I am certain that

e·

the energy aspects of the ne~d for helium will be carefully
evaluated as required. by the Energy Reorganization Act.
fully support a careful study of the potential energy
applications of helium as required by the Act.

I

,

•
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OUEs'rION f~ 2 0
=----,-----
QUES'l'ION:

What standards would you set to cover the following

professional and ethical considerations?
(a)

will you agree not to accept employment wi·th any

company over which FEA has regulatory authority within one
year after your official resignation as the Administrator of FEA?
(b)

Would you require the

s~me

standards of your policy

making'employees?
(c)

How do you intend. to insure that the people

appointed to policy makjng positions do not try to "better
themselves" while serving at the Federal Energy Administration?
Is it

b~tter

laeer?

to set a standard now and find the exceptions

Please submit your set of standards for the Federal

Energy Administration, and address yourself to the basic
problem of conflicts of interest.
ANSvJER:

I agree that it is absolutely critical that we

maintain public confidence in the integrity and objectivity
of FEA's activities.

Toward that end I fully support continuation

--a.nd, where possible, the improvement-- of the "lobbying"
regulations which FEA has adopted, as well as its conflict-of
interest regulations, which are designed to assure th;;;\~
character of a person's public service is not influenced b;i~~e
;;:,
possibility of private gain.
.:.:.'":>

•

QUESTION # 20 (Cont.)
Your questions raise two very difficult specific issues
\vi thin the general confli'ct·-of-interest framework.
first is the degree to which, if at all, I

The

should promise,

if confirmed as FEA Administrator, to refrain from accepting
employment in any industry subject to FEA regulation upon
completion of my term in office.
course~

A corollary qtiestion, of

is whether--and to what extent--such restrictions

should be imposed upon my principal assistants.

I

have

. alreacly inform8d 1:he Commit'cee that, in recognition of
the great sensitivity of the position of FEA Administrator
and the importance of establishing beyond question the integrity
of

th~t

nffi~p:

~h2t

T

accept ~mployment with an oil company within one year of my
departure from PEA.
with regard to my policy-making assistants, as indicated during
the public hearings on my confirmation, I will necessarily have
to study the problem 1n depth .. While I

am concerned about the

Government's abiJ.ity to recruit highly qualified personnel
for important and sensitive policy-making positions~ I

also

have a deep appreciation of the important points you raise.
Wi-t:-hin 90 days of my confirmation I will submit to thes:;pnitH1~~e
my recomrnendations on professional and ethical

considet~tions (~\

as they apply to top-level policy makers in FEA.

"

.,

DurJ.n:g t e
,

course of my study I will solicit

.?;/

h

of the Congress.

. _ ...<:,..1
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QUESTION #21

.

QUESTION:

Vlhat has been and what is nOv1 the na-turc of t.he

regulation

USt:=~d

by PEA to govern transfer prices?

there been significant violations of these rules?
in each insLance, what was the nature of

~he

Ilave
If so,

violation, how

much money was involved and what js the current dispositi.on
of the case?

What rules governing transfer prices have

been proposed by FEA?
those pending)

(Include those ruJ.cs not adopted and

Provide a discussion v1hich compares these

rules as to their rationale, potential for limiting unwar
ranted profits and minimizing costs to U.S. consumers, and

FEA has indicated that major integrated companies have
landed crude oil at prices above those of the smaller inde
pendents.

The major companies claim that this effect results

from the FEA program requiring mandatory crude oil sales.
Has FEA attempted to determine the validity of this explana
tion?
ANSWER:

If confirmed, my intention is to review current

r~gulations

to ensure equitable implementation.

However,

not being familiar with the present treatment of transfer
to
pricing regulations, I have referred this question
} '.~';

utif:;;'· ;'O~~~~
(p',

;t"I!

;::"J

Federal Energy Administration for answer.

The FEA res~onse

\"

...

, ....

~)

I
/

-....- ... ,.~

The regulation used by PEA in the past to govern
transfer prices 0as §212.83(b) of its regulations.
This required that t__ ::2 "landed cost" of inported
crude petroleum acquired in transactions with
affiliated entities be computed by ~se of the
customary accounting proceduies generally accepted
and consistently and historically applied by the
firm concerned. PEA's (then FEO) only enforcement
of this regulation ~as a Notice of Proposed Viola
tion of May 8, 1974, to Gulf Oil Corporation which
alleged that, in determining landed cost of crude
petroleum received frc~ its Nigerian and Canadian
affiliates, Gulf had failed to comply with §2l2.83(b)
Because the case is still pending, it is inappropriate
to discuss the money involved.
FEA has further authority to" govern transfer prices
under §212.83(c) which provides that
"Whenever a firm uses a landed cost which
i:::.

l.-Vl(l.tJliL~U

L1'

Ll::"~

U.L

..LL!::i

CUtlCU),[d.Lj

accounting procedures I the FEO mc1Y allo
cate such costs between the affiliated
entities if it determines that such allo
cation is necessary to reflect the actual
costs of these entities or the FEO may
disallow costs which it determines to be
in excess of the proper measurement of
cost.s. "
Recently FEA has issued new regulations which are
interpretati~e in nattire, setting out with more pre
cision the methods for measurement of actual landed
co~ts which is required in ~ny ~pplication of
§212. 83 (e) •
After two proposed rulemakings on the subject, FEA
on October 31, 1974, promulgated the final regula-,:~"-fcR)'"
tions applying §2l2.83(e) and proposed additional
~
~
regulations to supplement them. The final regula- I~
~
t.ion prevents companies from establishing· transfer U~
prices in excess of competitive market levels. The
proposed supplemental regulation would impose a
company-by-company ceiling price which is intended
to limit firms to nor~al competitive margins on

(t.
QUESTION #21 (Cont.)
their crude oil sales and is thought to be consistent
with ex~sting op~n market prices.
The final regulations are designed to establish more
precise standards for disallowing costs in excess of
those permitted under the price regulations.
Refiners
found in violation of the regulations would be re
quired.to reduce their prices and refund the excess
costs.
International companies are permitted to set
their prices to u.s. affiliates at arms-length levels.
FEA will collect .price data on all foreign crude oil
transactions monthly from each company.
From this data, PEA 0i11 establish for each type of
crude oil a representative price and a maximum price.
The representative price which FEA will use to measure
transfer prices is the median price of all reported
transactions between non-affiliated companies. The
maximum price is the greater of (a) the representa
tive price plus 10 cents per barrel or (b) the lowest
pLlCe at.. 0.L t)eJ_UV\1 Wl1..i..C~1 6~ peLcellL UL llLULe ur J...t;!!:JuJ...Lt-';;l,l
third-party sales have taken place.
If PEA finds that
company-set prices are above the maximum price, such
prices would be disallowed, and companies would be re
quired to recompute their allowable costs using the
lower representative price.
Under the proposed supplemental regulations, the ceiling
price is tentatively set to allow firms profit margins
equal to their May 1973 margins plus 25 cents per barrel.
The additional allowance is necessary to cover certain
increases in capital costs, and to reflect open market
prices.
The price ceiling is not designed to ~up:~Ia~
the other regulations, but to provide an added -.degree:,;;\
of certainty concerning allowable transfer pri~es
~
during the period required for FE.ZI.. to collec~t ;:the dat;
necessary to compute representative and maximu
Both sets of rules are designed to protect American
consumers against artifically high prices for products
refined from crude oil purchased by the U.s. firms
from their oversea~ subsidiaries. While PEA does not
yet have sufficient information to draw firm conclu
sions, the data which is available strongly suggests

..

..

QUEsrrrON #21 (Cont.)

that certain international companles may in some
cases have been ch~~ging their U.S. affiliates more
for crude oil ·than tl1ey could obtain in arms-lewrth
sales to third parties.
Until actual data is col
lected and analyzed pursuant to the new regulations,
however, it is not possible to estimate the potential
for limiting unwarranted profits and 6inimizing costs
to the· consumer.
Thp new regulations should be easy
to enforce because of the fixed standards which they
establish.
Data available to FEA indicates that several of the
mo_jor int.egrated companies in the last fe,v months
have landed crude oil at prices above those of the
independent refiners. WhiJ.e this effect may in part
result from the ~EA program requiring mandatory crude
oil sales, the program does not account for the
general di.screpancy in prices.
This phenomenon can
not be fully analyzed until FEA has available the
more detailed information which it will collect as
part of tne new regulatlons and its continuing audit
program.

QUE~~!~!:.:lli:

\\1hat. limits th.e pr: ice to consumers of propane

derived from natural gas'plants?
propane

~

•.

o~erl

':'I

\T8Cl

What limits the price of

from refinery operations?

FEA has used to regulate the

p~oPdne

Discuss the ruJ.es

market including

significant types of violatiolls, amounts of money involved,
enforcement problems, and the rationale for rules which have
been or are being proposed.
ANShEH:

If confirmed f my intent.ion is :to review current

regulations to ensure equitable implementation.

However, not

being familiar with the present treatment of propane pricing,
I have referrGd this question to the Federal Energy Admininistra
·ti'on for an'Sf;WL

The FEA response is as follows:

Propane produced by natural gas plants has been frozen
at Hay 15, 1973 levels, which in somc cases represented
the price at which propane was sold in August, 1971.
The current limit on the price of propane derived from
refinery operations is the May 15, 1973 price plus that
percentage of the increased cost of crude oil since
May, 1973 which equals the ratio that propane production
bears to all products produced from that crude oil.
The
FEA expects to publish very shortly a revision of the
regulations to more adequately treat propane produced
from natural gas as well" as t~king into consideration
those natural gas processors and refiners whose propane
prices "ere caught below market levels.
To minimize
the impact on residential users, the regulation will
permit refiners and natural gas processors to allocate'
permitted costs away from propane to other products.
The necessity for the change is evidenced by the
decreased supply of propane coming from both refineries
and gas plants.

...

Propane violations have been given special attention
by FEA.
After the tra.nsfer of the compJ.icmce p:cogram from IRS
in July a compliance program call.ed Project Speculator
was expanded.
Project Speculator was initiated by IRS
when i'c bf~ca.mc apparent t:hat. prop(1neprices were being
driven up by illegal broker activity, particularly by
large markups that were being made without any product
even changing hands.
During Feb:cuary through June 1974, the IRS commit"ted a
team of 15 men to Project Speculator. When FEA assumed
Compliance activities in July of 1974 added emphasis
was placed on this project.
The FEA Regional Offices
assigned investigators to Project Speculator without
restriction as to numbers reSUlting in an expansion
of the project to its current size.
To date, 77 selected firms have been investigated.
As
of November 19:r~--Fi':2\ has taken a "formal position that
28 firms are in violation as a result of completed
audits of the firms' records.
These violations total
$43.1 million.
Another approximately ~25 million in
violations exist among the 49 other firms.
FEA's
audits indicate that 98-99% of the selected 77 firms
are or have been in violation of FEA pricing regulations.
It is difficult at this time to give an accurate figure
on just how much actually has been refunded since the
28 completed investigations are in varying stages of
compliance, discussion, clarification or litigation.
The establishment of a compliance strategy and priority
workload system has necessitated the redistribution of
the number and skills of the ~egional Compliance and
Enforcement staff.
Additional study is being made to ensure that.~ "
combination of the allocation regulations al):4\"fEff;:;;,~\.
inv~s~igati(:ms J?revent a reoccurrence o~ ~p§.Culati~
act1v1ty th1S w1nter.
If necessary add1t1 nal
~I
regulation changes will be made although t 's may $1
be disruptive to distribution systems.

Ql1ESTIO~:

E:-i'~plain

the role of so'·;,.called "banked costs" in

determining future prices of crude oil and petroleum products
and in adjustments foi overcharges by individual companies
which FEA has ordered.

HOH

much has been "banked" during

each month since the embargo by U.S. companies?

How much

of the bank has been cancelled in lieu of consumer refunds?
HOVI

does this compare to the tot2..1 amount of refunds to

consumers through price

rollbac]~s?

What is the role of

banked costs for tax purposes?
If confirmed my intention is to review current
r0gulations to ensure equitable implementation.

Not being

I llave referred to the Federal Energy Administration for answer.
T~.I:'::

FEA response is as follows:
So-called banked costs have no relationship to future
prices of crude oil.
Banked costs can be allocated
to future petroleum product prices on a controlled
basis. As of November l~ 1974, companies can use
in their price calculations for a particular month,
up to 10% of their "bariked" costs of October 31, 1974,
or any month thereafter or whatever amount is necessary
to maintain prices at price levers for the previous
month.
(Reference F.R. November 6, 1974)
Pr.evious
to this time, companies were able to use the full
"bank" if the marketplace \-lould support it. A
reduction in a firm's banked costs equal to an amoun~,
of overcharge on a particular product has been on~ .' "»
method of enforcing cornp'liance with the regulati6ns::-.\
to assure that only a dollar-for-dollar cost pas~~I
through is allowed. The total of banked costs aince
.~
irnplernentation of the price rules it $1. 5 billion>,, __,._/

•

QUESTION #23

(Cont.)

The monthly totals are:
Date
'M/Yr ._

Bank
Diffprc;nce

----rxTtYfHn-

9/74

1459940.8

8/74

1730188.. 1

7/74

1618647.2

6/74

15444-19.7

5/74

1056590.3

4/7.4

790853.6

3/74

416186.0

2/74

427761.5

1--,/7,1
.

3359 7 .1. 2

12/73

-27334.3

11/73

268622.7

10/73

112942.9

..

Additionally, approximately 75% of our compliance
actions at the refiner level involved reduction in
a firm's bank vs. actual refund to the marketplace.
The reduction in the bank prevents a firm from
passing through to the consumer increased costs
in an amount equal to the overcharge. The Bank
has no purpose for tax benefit.

QUESTION #24
What. method has FEA used to determine tbe amounts

QUES~'!ON:

of domestic crude oil produced in each of these categories?
Has company-supplied data describing production in these
categories been provided with certificatiofi?

Has any of

this data been verified on a spot-check basis?

What are the

penalties for ~ubmitting inaccurcite production data as part
ot this progrc:m?
What is the regional breakdown of production in these price
categories by month since Septernber 197.3?

What is the

structure of the production in each category in terms of
characteristics of the petroleum industry:

major companies,

independents, large, mid-range and small producers?
What data has FEA gathered concerning the costs associated
with maintaining production and bringing on increased incre
mental production in each of these categories?
hNSt\TER:

If confirmed, my intention is tc review current

regulations to ensure equitable implementation.

Not being

familiar with the present method of information collection,
however, I have referred to the Federal Energy Administration
-.-

for answer.

The FEA

re~ponse

is as follows:

The FEA has continued to usa the Cost of Living
Council CLC-90 report:ing system to collect

~. -,

.

,.,..-.~-

"- .

',,",

.. ( .

;'"

information on the sales of stripper, new, old and
released crude oils.
This proqraD will be replaced
shortly with t:ne FHA-P302-rl-·O form and reporlinq
requirements which requests infGrmation in a format
consistent wj.th the updat~d regulations.
Both the
old and new forms are su;:)njtted to FE]\. with a n:~
quired cey tificat ion v.'11ic11 aids in the Cornpliance
and Enforcement effort.
Attached to this sheet is
a capsule description of the enforcement. effort on
this system entitled Project Manipulator.
The vio
lation penalties are specified in 10 C.F.R. Part 205
as $2500 for each civil violation.
However, since
fradulent reporting cay be encountered, the criminal
sanctions of Title 18 will apply.
The FEA Office of Policy and Analysis has the respon
sibility of analyzing the CLC-90's to determine
nationwide trends.
The attached chart exhibits this
aOFl.lysis on a 12erc:.~nta3.e basis.
At this time, the crude category data is not delin
eated either by PAD or type of producer.
However,
the FEn data bank could be used to obtain this
information if the Policy and Analysis Ottlce 18
requested to reprogram its current refrieval system.
The FEA Office of Policy and Analysis is now com
pleting an analysis of various regulatory options
to promulgate regulations which would stimulate
the production of crude oil. The analysis considers
crude oil in the categories of primary, secondary
and tertiary rather than as new, old and released.
In the course of this study, incremental cost data
have been developed.

A'r'1'Il('IIHEN'r ~i 1

PROJECT Vu>J:HPULATOH

.

To conduct field investigations and take
corrective action against producers 0ho
are selling more new oil than they produce.
Nci"tional Plan:

Select targets nationwide that indicate

1.

maximum potential violations.
2.

Analyze ,results of targe"t cases to

determine trends and violation methods in
order to develop effective strategies which
conform to legislative mandates and FEA
""~r..r""~'
...0-

'-"

3.

'::J

1

,,:.).J-"; ,......,'"",....

1"../.. ........ ...... \.- -I_"""'.a..1

0..,..}

•

Conduct training of regional represen

tative at the National Office to maintain
coordinated investigative procedures on a
nationwide basis.
Progress to

Date~

Sept. 3, 1974

Began trial ipvestigations and interviews
of oil producers.

Oct. 7, 1974

Implemented procedures which use FEA reporting
system to target oil producers.
targets selected.

Nov. 4, 1974

Basic training manual completed.

Nov. 20, 1974

Training manual updated with regional C&E

Nov. 22, 1974

Completed training program in National
Office.

Dec.

2, 1974

Dec. 9, 1974

Regional Offices begin training programs.
Field investigations of oil producers begin
in most regions.

NOTE:

C&E estimates that 50% of the initial target cases
will be completed by February 28, 1975.

.ATTACHME~:#2

~~fr\

Uncon't.t9V·i'!d Oil

Cont.rol1ed Oil
Date

_ )

Old Oil

New

Released

Stripper

October

76

. 7

4

13

November

71

10

6

13

Dece;:nber

71

17

6

13

January

60

15

10

13

February

62

16

10

13

March

60

16

11

13

-April

60

16

11.

13

H<:.ty

62

15

10

13

June

63

15

9

12

July

64

15

9

12

August

66

14

8

12

September

,

(

(

(

QUJ~STIOI~

ti" 25

Inasmuch as I was not a party to the crude equalization
rule making procedure, I have asked FEA to respond to your
specific questions regarding the program.
Experience, .however, has taught us that systems of regula
tions sometimes produce effects other than that originally
intended.

Therefore, if confirmed, I will undertake a

thorough review of the prcigram.

The purpose of the review

will be to ascertain if it is achieving a beneficial result
on our economy and consuming public without unduly burdening
various

segn~nts.

If I find the program is not accomplishing the desired goal,
I will not hesitate to recommend changes.
FEAls response to the specific questions are:
QUESTION:

Provide a discussion of the issues associated

with the crude oil costs equalization program.

Include,

in particular the effect of this program on the

p~ograms

for mandatory crude oil sales, mandatory crude oil alloca
tion and its effect on the incentives acting on refiners
to reduce their imports of expensive and potentially in
secure imports of foreign crude oil.

QUES~ION #25
-_.----_..._----

ANSWER:

(Cant.)

Approximately 2/3 of

u.s.

domestic crude oil is

under price controls at approximately $5.25 per barrel.
The remaining 1/3 of domestic production is free of price
controls and prices for it currently approach the cost of
imported crude oil.

With percentages of price-controlled

domestic crude oil differing among refiners the historic
raw material cost structure of the industry has been badly
distorted.

The crude cost equalization program has been

designed to minimize this distortion.

Other factors being

equal - crude quality, location, foreign crude costs,
t~al)sportation
l~c

costs, etc. - all refiners would have exactly

same crude costs.
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Other factors, of course, are not

The cost equalization program, therefore, has the

Fotential for returning the refining industry to its hist,-cic competitive environment.

This should insure the

ccmpetitive viability of the small and independent refiners.
As a consequence of the crude

co~t

equalization program,

FEA anticipates product costs and prices to be more nearly
competitive.

It is FEA's desire that this development will
~

of
permit eventual product dealiocation and the removal
..
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product price controls.
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The crude cost equalization program should also reduce the
Jl<~)o:ctance

of the mandatory crude oil sales program as well
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QUESTION #25 (Cont.)
as the volumes sold under it.

Heretofore, the mandatory

sales program was important to some refiners primarily
because of ifs impact 'upon their average crude costs.

The

crude cost equalization program should largely replace this
need.

PEA will, of course, have to examine carefully the

ability of

~he

small and independent refiners to obtain

crude before mQking major adjustments to the mandatory
crude sales program.
With regard to crude imports, the crude cost equalization
. program should have only limited .impact.

Domestic crude

will still be as fully produced as if the cost equalization
pxograrn had

~ot

been iffiplem2ntza.

C~udc

impc~tz

~~c

8upcr

ficially rewarded because they earn "entitlements" when
that crude is run.

The crude, however, would have been

imported anyway out of absolute necessity.

The crude cost

equalization program is basically a method of approximately
equalizing crude costs, the effects of which should stretch
no further than

U.s.

boundaries.

Moreover, product imports

under the program receive only 30% of the entitlements
earned by crude imports, and should not be significantly
higher than they would be in the absence of the

